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Abstract

The growth in the data and computation need of today’s operations has led to technical so-
lutions that distribute workload over several entities for better performance. To facilitate such a
paradigm, research studies have been investigating efficient approaches for combining high per-
formance computing in shared-memory with distributed-memory environments. Meanwhile, the
benefits of cloud computing and its modern enhancements have created potentials for applications
to leverage the powerful, ubiquitous and cheap resources of cloud infrastructures. Yet, a small
portion of the work in this area addresses the programming aspects of cloud-related technologies.
Despite the extensive improvements in the fundamental mechanisms of this realm, programming
environments offer little support for incorporating the high performance mechanisms of shared-
memory computing with cloud computing. This study proposes a solution for an unobtrusive
definition and integration of cloud-based and shared-memory parallel computing, in order to fur-
ther simplify the application of cloud capabilities in local systems. It does so by implementing
the proposed concepts in @PT (Annotation Parallel Task), a parallel-programming environment
that utilizes native Java annotations as its language constructs. The experimental evaluations
discussed here demonstrate that the proposed approach facilitates achieving the potential benefits
of cloud computing for performance and energy consumption in local devices.

Keywords: computation offloading, cloud computing, Java annotations, @PT, unobtrusive paralleliza-
tion, remote method invocation

1 Introduction
Current software and hardware enhancements have led to an outburst in the volume of data and
computation that current systems can collect and perform [66]. This includes ordinary applications
that run on desktop and portable devices, and extends to the complex techniques that are utilized
in sophisticated domains. The intensity of data and computation may require generous allocation of
processing, energy and storage resources; employing the high performance capabilities of heteroge-
neous environments is currently a well-known efficient method that is widely practiced by intensive
applications (e.g., NASA NEX) [39]. These techniques offload demanding operations to entities such
as computer clusters, FPGAs or GPUs, where mechanisms like MapReduce are engaged to speed up
the overall process [45]. Image processing, machine learning, astronomy and medical studies are some
of the scopes that largely benefit from offloading operations to GPUs and FPGAs [62, 23, 21, 13].
The combinations mentioned above achieve fast performance, but require complex, expensive and large
apparatus, as well as specific knowledge, and can challenge cost effectiveness and dynamic definition of
work flows (i.e., on-demand processing) [66]. Moreover, demanding computations are no longer specific
to scientific areas [29]. For instance, a host of mobile applications that pertain to navigation systems
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or accelerometer data involve rigorous processing of extensive information [4], and can deteriorate
the responsiveness, battery life and quality of service of devices [37]. These limitations from one
side, and the advantages of cloud services from another side, have led to research that study the
benefits of computation offloading to the cloud [70]. In this area, mobile cloud computing (MCC)
is a prevailing topic that studies computation offloading to the cloud for enhancing performance and
battery consumption on portable devices. In this regard, content and context based image retrievals
are well-known application domains [29].

The current technologies that support computation offloading to the cloud are third-party frame-
works [36, 12] that monitor the active applications of a device, and migrate the operations that they
identify as intensive. The overhead of these high-level environments can impose unnecessary burden
on resources and hinder the smooth behaviour of applications [2], and their intervening access to sys-
tem properties can lead to loss of input data [3, 64]. Considering the above, supporting computation
offloading at the programming level enables applications to benefit from the advantages of this feature
while they avoid the potential pitfalls of third-party frameworks. However, for cloud-related applica-
tions, the conventional software development methods appear to be slow, complex and expensive [56].
On the other side, the numerous concepts and technologies involved in cloud environments introduce
new challenges for programmers intending to reach the world beyond their desktops [57].

Programming approaches have traditionally counteracted such challenges via higher-level abstrac-
tion layers that conceal complexities at the API level. Examples are: Intel Cluster OpenMP [63],
HabaneroJava [11] and JCuda [68], where the frameworks offer solutions for efficient integration of
shared-memory HPC with clusters of FPGAs and GPUs. Similarly, programming environments that
facilitate computation offloading to the cloud can encourage the efficient and robust application of this
technology in local devices. However, the impediments that exist in this area are seldom inspected
and understood [57].

This paper proposes a programming paradigm for seamless incorporation of cloud-based operations
with local asynchronous executions in shared-memory parallel systems. It then presents an implemen-
tation of the suggested paradigm in @PT1, a Java-based parallel programming framework that exploits
the native annotations of Java as its language constructs. The work proposes a unified task concept
that integrates both local and remote operations. Furthermore, it inspects the underlying runtime
mechanisms that conceal the complexities in handling and combining local and remote operations at
the API level. The work also discusses an in-depth study of the challenges that hinder programming
cloud-dependent applications, in order to appreciate the necessity of solutions such as the one proposed
here. In summary, the contributions of this work are:

• Proposing unified concepts for unobtrusive integration of cloud-based and local operations.

• Proposing semantics for the underlying mechanisms that differentiate local and cloud-based op-
erations.

• Proposing the annotation-based approach of @PT as an API-level support for the concept.

• Proposing the @PT runtime technologies for management and integration of cloud-related and
local operations.

• Presenting an in-depth study on the existing challenges for developing and utilizing cloud-based
techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 inspects the challenges that hinder programming
cloud-based applications, and identifies capacities for programming paradigms that mitigate these
difficulties. Section 3 briefly overviews @PT, in its state prior to the enhancements discussed here,
and suggests possible enhancements to @PT aligned with the topic of this work. Then, Section 4
proceeds by proposing unobtrusive integration of cloud-based and local asynchronous tasks as a generic
paradigm that promotes computation offloading to the cloud. The technical challenges that impede

1@PT is an parallel programming framework that is developed by the Parallel and Reconfigurable Com-
puting Lab at the University of Auckland, and its Github repository is available at: https://github.com/
ParallelAndReconfigurableComputing/ParallelTask/tree/%40PT
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the practical implementation of the proposed concept are inspected in Section 5. Section 6 proposes
an annotation-based solution as the API-level support for the concept in @PT. In Section 7, the study
discusses the runtime technologies that @PT employs to conceal the existing complexities from the
programming level. Furthermore, the experimental evaluation studies that investigate the efficiency
and programmability of the proposed technology are presented in Section 8, and Section 9 reviews
some of the recent work in this area. Finally, the outcome of this paper is concluded in Section 10, and
possible enhancements are suggested as future work. Note that the examples presented in this paper
are in pseudo-code.

2 Motivation
The remarkable advantages of the cloud such as ubiquitous, cost effective, fast and scalable resources
encourage applications to enhance performance and localenergy efficiency by offloading parts of their
workload to cloud. Local energy efficiency is especially interesting for all forms of mobile computing
powered by batteries. For such applications to meet the usability standards, offloading operations
should take place seamlessly, unobtrusively and with minimum user-system interactions for optimizing
performance, functionality and responsiveness [2]. However, the existing impediments in cloud-related
technologies and architectures hinder the incorporation of cloud features with software applications [4].
The following paragraphs study these difficulties in detail.

2.1 Technological Complexities
Inevitable Administrative Tasks Every cloud platform must be configured for the services that
it offers. This includes security and authentication settings, HTTP and HTTPS tunnelings, commu-
nication timeout, active-socket timeout, transaction timeout, accepted IPs and listening ports, etc.
Depending on the technical background and the means that are provided by each cloud vendor for
the aforesaid configurations, software developers may find these tasks difficult and confusing [67].
Moreover, having cloud administrators as roles that are solely defined in the enterprise scope further
impedes the development of cloud-dependent applications for individual programmers [56]. Even in
enterprise level, communication barriers with vendors and administrators are identified as one of the
major challenges in enterprise application development [56].

Wide Range of Technologies Cloud features offer extensive support for various web and enterprise
applications; therefore they cover a considerably large range of technologies. While overlapping areas
can be commonly found among these technologies, their subtle differences complicate understanding
and shifting between the approaches. Hence, deciding about the correct options that best fit a set of
requirements can be hard, especially for developers who are new to cloud environments [57]. Examples
are: numerous server-side technologies (e.g., Node js, PHP, etc.), client-side technologies (e.g., AJAX,
Angular js, JQuery, etc.), infrastructural technologies (e.g., Kubernetes and Docker vs. Brokers and
Virtual Machines, etc.), platform technologies (e.g., application servers, web servers, etc.), enterprise
technologies (e.g., EJBs, Spring, etc.) and others.

Lack of Standardization Lack of standard concepts and structures hinder understanding and
developing cloud-based applications [57, 28]. For example, both Oracle Cloud [53] and RedHat Open-
Shift [59] provision application-servers. Yet, the former embodies comprehensive configuration features
within its online console, but the latter performs configurations through YAML files. Similarly, while
some vendors require applications to be uploaded in archive files (e.g., EAR, WAR files), others run con-
tinuous integration frameworks (e.g., Jenkins [32]) that are synchronized with versioning repositories,
such as Github and Bitbucket. Moreover, different approaches in specifying project dependencies and
the format and location of deployment descriptors [54, 8] have still remained as a source of confusion
in cloud applications [41].



2.2 Portability
Currently, vendors offer their proprietary libraries and APIs for programming specific features such as
establishing client-server communications and looking up remote services. Even though considerable
work has been done for unifying these approaches (e.g., Java RMI API), the existing differences still
raise inconsistencies among different implementations [41]. Such differences make cloud applications
vendor lock-in, thus complicate switching between different infrastructures [35].

2.3 Integration
It is a common practice to develop and test applications locally before they are deployed on the cloud
platforms. However, the differences in the infrastructures and the technologies of the local and remote
systems can lead to inconsistent behaviour in applications [41].

The impediments discussed above stem from different technological areas such as network communica-
tions, standardization communities, etc., and addressing them requires collaboration among different
levels. As part of this process, environments that disengage programmers from complex program-
ming details can further encourage the development of cloud-dependent applications. The more that a
paradigm can abstract away the details of cloud-related mechanisms, the more it facilitates the incor-
poration of cloud-based operations within the structure of shared-memory parallel programs. Appreci-
ating that current heterogeneous mechanisms mainly focus on FPGAs, GPUs and computer clusters,
approaches that invest on seamless integration of local and cloud-based operations can distinguish
themselves from other alternatives.

3 @PT Overview
@PT is a parallel programming environment that promotes simplified development of high-performance
programs through basic code structures. For this purpose, @PT uses Java annotations as its language
constructs. This has the advantage that the parallelisation and asynchronisation constructs are sepa-
rated from the business logic. Additionally, the standard Java compilers and tools can be employed as
annotations are standard language constructs. A detailed discussion of @PT and its features can be
found in [43]. The following sub-sections briefly discuss some of the important features.

Listing 1: Example of @PT Format at Programming Level
1int readFile(String fileName){
2 //process file and return a number
3}
4void main(String[] args){
5 String fileName = "sampleFile";
6 @Future
7 int result = readFile(fileName);
8 @Future(TaskType=IO)
9 Void update = logInfo(result);

10 print(result);
11}

3.1 Future Objects
@PT integrates different types of asynchronous tasks under a unified concept identified by @Future in
its programming interface. Listing 1 is a basic example of code structure in @PT, in which @Future
integrates the semantics of future objects with primitive/user-defined objects, by assigning annotated
invocations to variable declarations (e.g., result). Considering that Java only allows annotations to
be used with declaration statements (i.e., declaration of a variable, method, etc.), method invocations
that do not return a value must be assigned to variables of type Void (e.g., update). @PT unifies the
concepts of one-off, multi (data-parallelism) and IO tasks via the TaskType attribute of @Future



(default is one-off, e.g. result)and applies specific scheduling and thread pool policies based on the
types of the tasks. @PT enables customized settings for tasks through other attributes of @Future
(e.g., dependsOn, taskCount, etc.). Also, the framework automatically infers dependencies between
the future objects that chain data among themselves (e.g., dependence of update on result). Alter-
natively, dependencies can be explicitly declared using the dependsOn attribute. The synchronization
and retrieval of a future is also automatically applied when its value is referenced in a non-future
statement (e.g., print(result)).

Asynchronous tasks can be collected and managed as groups in @PT. Future groups can apply
synchronization barriers to their collected tasks, and can apply internal reduction operations in order
to integrate their sub-results into one final outcome.

3.2 Runtime Technology
@PT employs mechanisms in its underlying runtime for managing and coordinating asynchronous
operation, in order to conceal parallelization details at the programming level. The runtime lever-
ages lambda expressions of Java for converting user-defined invocations into instances of TaskInfo
and TaskID. These classes encapsulate information about asynchronous tasks, their status and their
results. Annotated method invocations are replaced with asynchronous-task declarations, and their
dependencies are registered correspondingly.

Listing 2: Unobtrusive Integration of Remote and Local Executions
1public Object method(Object o1, Object o2) throws Exception{
2 /*do some work and return the result*/
3}
4public void main(String[] args){
5 try{
6 // Cloud-based asynchronous execution of method
7 Object cloud_async_result = Task(Cloud) method(obj1, obj2);
8 // Local asynchronous execution of method depends on cloud_async_result
9 Object local_async_result = Task(Local) method(obj1, cloud_async_result);

10 // Local synchronous execution of method
11 Object local_sync_result = method(obj1, obj2);
12 print(cloud_async_result + "," + local_async_result + "," + local_sync_result);
13 }catch(Exception e){
14 //handle exception
15 }
16}

While @PT’s focus is on shared-memory parallel computing, it has the great potential for the
seamless integration of cloud-based and local asynchronous operations.

4 Integration of Cloud and Shared-Memory Parallel Computing
This section proposes the unobtrusive integration of cloud-based and shared-memory parallel comput-
ing as a general concept. In this approach, a shared-memory parallel program can decide, whether to
execute an operation locally, or offload it to the cloud, in order to obtain the improved performance.
To facilitate this process, the mechanism proposes cloud and local operations to be integrated under a
unified task concept. Separating programmers from the cloud-related intricacies enables them to think
of operation offloading as a standard feature in shared-memory parallel programs. Therefore, they can
utilize it within efficient object-oriented parallel designs. Listing 2 is an abstract presentation of the
proposed concept. Here, seamless integration of cloud and local operations is achieved by API-level
constructs. Of course, background techniques are required to manage the technical differences between
local and remote operations. As the result, corresponding programming environments can offer the
following characteristics.

Seamless Integration: Both cloud-based and local operations are presented as ordinary method



invocations. Therefore, a cloud-based operation and its corresponding result are utilized following
similar syntax and format to the rest of the enclosing sequential code (Listing 2).

Dependency Management: Local and cloud-based operations can depend on each other. In List-
ing 2, local_async_result represents a local asynchronous task depending on the remote execu-
tion of method. That is,local_async_result only starts when the value of cloud_async_result
is available.

Synchronization of Operations: The standard syntax is identically used to synchronize and retrieve
the values of both local and cloud-based operations. In Listing 2 local_async_result waits in
the background as a dependent, and the main flow halts at the synchronization point of print
to retrieve the values for both local_async_result and cloud_async_result.

Robust/Unified Exception Handling: The exceptions that can be potentially thrown from local
and cloud-based executions are handled through a unified and robust approach.In Listing 2, the
possible exceptions from both local and remote operations are handled by standard try/catch
blocks.

Grouping and Reduction Operations: Local and cloud-based asynchronous operations can be
selectively collected, synchronized and have their values reduced under a unified concept.

5 Challenges Integrating Cloud and Local Operations
Supporting the proposed characteristics of Section 4 posses the following challenges.

New Concepts Technologies that depend on the cloud involve new concepts such as cloud remote
services (e.g., EJBs, Servlets, etc.), their life cycles, synchronous and asynchronous execution of remote
services, etc. In addition to the cloud-side techniques, knowledge is required regarding the commu-
nication approaches between local and remote systems. This includes the flow of control between a
client and cloud, the capabilities and limitations of different client protocols (e.g., t3, ejb-client,
jboss-remoting), etc.

Integration of Remote and Local Executions Usually, a large amount of boilerplate code
is needed for a local client to invoke a remote service. In addition, robust management of remote
executions involves sophisticated mechanisms for handling the asynchronous control flow between a
remote execution and its local client that largely increase the size of a program, and further complicate
the integration of cloud-based and local operations.

Retrieving the Results of Remote Operations For operations in the cloud and their re-
sults,there is a delay between the time that a client requests the result of an asynchronous remote
execution, and the time that it actually receives it. The delay varies based on the type and size of ob-
jects. Therefore, a client-side implementation has to ensure that the object is actually available on its
local memory before it proceeds further. In Listing 3 the local client waits for a remote execution to be
done, but it may still get aNullPointerException when it proceeds. The get() method requests the
value of cloud_result and immediately returns. The program proceeds further while the underlying
RMI mechanisms save the corresponding value in the local memory allocated to cloud_result [51].

Listing 3: Challenges in Synchronizing Remote Asynchronous Operations
1Future<TYPE> cloud_result = Task(Cloud) method (Object obj1);
2while (!cloud_result.isDone())
3 wait();
4TYPE result = cloud_result.get();
5print(result); //still risk of NullPointerException



Dependence between Local and Remote Asynchronous Tasks Asynchronous operations
are capable of communicating with each other when they are executed in the same shared-memory
system. Therefore, an asynchronous operation can inform its dependents to start immediately after
its termination. However, such communications are more difficult to achieve when operations are
offloaded and executed on distributed systems. Overcoming this limitation can require an individually
customized approach, for example a shared network drive or resource that is accessible by the offloaded
tasks, but this comes without guarantee of efficiency or correctness.

Generic Definition of Remote Services Generics and wildcards are widely used inobject-oriented
paradigms [17]. Cloud-based services encounter limitations in using these features, considering that
application servers require definite knowledge about the types that are used by a service when its proxy
objects are created [55].

Data Serialization Remote method invocations can be limited by the objects that need to be trans-
ferred over the network due to serialization complexities. Programming languages typically provide
standard serialization approaches for their built-in primitive data types (e.g., int, float, etc.). However,
the serialization process of more complex types becomes sophisticated, and explicit specifications must
be provided on how to serialize the corresponding objects. These techniques can become complex
and error prone for high-level constructs such as containers (e.g., Lists, Maps, etc.), buffered objects
(e.g., images, files), enumerators and compound classes [24]. In a call-by-reference language like Java,
the typical difficulty is the depth of serialization and the lack of a standard copy-constructor as in
other languages like C++. Hence, the required serialization solutions often need to be problem and
application specific and it is not possible to provide a standard solution.

Dynamic Class Loading Polymorphism is widely used in object-oriented designs [17]. A poly-
morphic program is initially compiled based on the abstract concepts, and the concrete classes are
dynamically loaded by the corresponding class loader during runtime. Such a flexibility requires the
class loader to have access to the code base of the running application. This can be a challenge for
remote execution, as the class loader of a remote service does not have access to the client code base.
Older versions of Java RMI would offer administrative-level support for dynamic class loading, but the
current application servers do not indicate that.

Anonymous Class Instantiation Concepts such as functional interfaces, abstract types, anony-
mous classes, delegates and lambda expressions allow functionalities to be dynamically defined as
objects during runtime [17, 27]. The behaviour of a class is defined at the same time that it is in-
stantiated. Therefore, functions can be instantiated as objects, without requiring their classes to be
defined in advance. Importantly, objects of anonymous classes can be passed among different modules
of a shared-memory parallel application. This feature is leveraged by multi-core environments for
converting instructions into task objects, and passing them to parallel processing runtimes. Objects of
anonymous classes cannot be passed through network communications due to serialization and class
loading problems [17].

6 Integration of Cloud-Based Tasks in @PT
To overcome the challenges discussed in Section 5 we propose the integration in@PT as itcombines
Java annotations with code analysis and transformation techniques to unify cloud-based and local
parallel and asynchronous operations at its programming level. This section proposes the novel cloud
related annotations of @PT, and explores how the proposed API satisfies the characteristics that were
suggested for the concept in Section 4.@EnableCloud

For efficiency considerations, the cloud components of @PT are inactive by default. This annotation
appears at a method declaration (e.g., the main method) for enabling the cloud components of @PT,
and setting up the connection context. The annotated method must be invoked before the offloading
of operations take place. The attributes for this annotation are explained as follows.



Application (optional) The name of an application deployed in the cloud and offering one or more
remote services. Standard examples are the names of EAR or WAR archive files [50].

Module (optional) The name of an enterprise module deployed as part of the specified application.
Standard examples are the names of EJB-Jar files [50].

Bean (optional) The name of a component deployed as part of the specified enterprise module. Stan-
dard examples are the names of session beans [50].

Interface (optional) The name of the interface exposing public services of specified session bean to
clients [50].

StatelessBean (optional) A Boolean attribute specifying whether the specified session bean is state-
less or stateful. The default value is True.

NamingFactory (optional) A string literal indicating the naming format used for JNDI lookups. The
default value is the naming factory of Oracle WebLogic.

ClientContext (optional) An instance of ClientContext carrying the information for establishing
communications with the remote cloud. @PT implements a default client context for t3, the
light-weight client protocol of Oracle WebLogic.

RemoteIP A string literal indicating the IP address of the remote cloud instance.

RemotePort A string literal indicating the port on which the remote cloud listens for HTTP requests.

Username (optional) A string literal indicating the username of a client.

Password (optional) A string literal indicating the password for the specified username.

6.1 @Future
Given the already unifying nature of the @Future constructit is natural to extend it for cloud tasks.
This implies that every principle applied to the local tasks of @PT is applicable to cloud-based tasks
as well, following the same syntax and format. The following attribute of @Future must be set, in
order to indicate a cloud-based operation.

TaskType This attribute must be set to CLOUD for a cloud-based operation.

Attributes Application, Module, Bean, Interface and StatelessBean can be specified in the
same way as @EnableCloud. The information provided by these attributes overrides that of the
@EnableCloud attributes, thus the framework uses the values of @EnableCloud as non-overridden
defaults. . This introduces flexibility, where a program can specify one service via @EnableCloud
that is invoked for most of the cloud tasks, and specify the corresponding @Future attributes for
operations that must be offloaded to different services.

6.2 Satisfying the Proposed Characteristics

Listing 4: Integration of Remote and Local Operations in @PT
1String searchTask(File file) throws FileNotFound { ... }
2void showResult(String str1, String str2) { MessageBox.show(str1 + ", " + str2); }
3

4@EnableCloud(RemoteIP="127.0.0.1", RemotePort="7001", Application="app", Module="module",
Bean="Bean", Interface="Interface")

5void main (String[] args){
6 try{
7 @Future(TaskType = IO)
8 File smallFile = loadSmallFile(args[0]);
9 @Future(TaskType = IO)



10 File largeFile = loadLargeFile(args[1]);
11 @Future
12 String str1 = searchTask(smallFile);
13 @Future(TaskType = CLOUD)
14 String str2 = searchTask(largeFile);
15 showResult(str1, str2);
16 }catch(Exception e){ print("Exception"); }
17}

Seamless Integration @PT conceals the conceptual differences between the local and cloud-based
executions in its API, deferring the identification and appropriate handling mechanisms to its under-
lying runtime. Listing 4 defines both local and cloud-based executions of searchTask in a simplified
sequential structure.

Dependency Management The framework infers dependencies among asynchronous operations
that chain data. In Listing 4, smallFile and largeFile represent asynchronous IO operations, the
results of which are subsequently fed to the ONEOFF (an @PT task type that isexecuted once on
the local machine) and ClOUD asynchronous tasks represented by str1 and str2. Therefore, the
dependence between str1 and smallFile, as well as str2 and largeFile, are automatically inferred.
Note that direct communication between different ClOUD asynchronous tasks during their execution is
not explicitly supported by the proposed framework and is considered future work.

Retrieving the Results of Operations The framework infers the synchronization points of both
local and cloud-based tasks, when their future objects are referenced within a non-future statement.
In Listing 4, the execution blocks at showResult(str1, str2) until the future objects str1 and str2
can be retrieved.

Listing 5: Grouping Cloud-Based and Local Futures in One Context
1@Future(reduction="sum")
2int[] group = new int[num];
3for(int index = 0; index < num/2; index++){
4 @Future(TaskType=CLOUD, Application="app", Module="module", Bean="bean",

Interface="interface")
5 int result = method(index); //cloud-based asynchronous task
6 group[index] = result;
7}
8for(int index = num/2; index < num; index++){
9 @Future

10 int result = method(index); //local asynchronous task
11 group[index] = result;
12}
13showSummation(group); //shows the reduced result

Grouping and Reduction Operations: Future-groups are available for cloud-based operations.
Listing 5 shows that cloud-based operations can be collected together, and with local future objects,
to have their results synchronized and reduced as a group. Detailed explanations on @PT reductions
can be found in [43].

Robust/Unified Exception Handling: @PT supports native try/catch blocks for handling ex-
ceptions from asynchronous operations [44]. Listing 4 demonstrates this mechanism in which both
local and cloud-based asynchronous tasks are surrounded in a try/catch block. Note that the excep-
tions encountered by cloud components are returned to clients as RuntimeException; therefore the
surrounding catch blocks need to handle this exception or its base type (i.e., Exception).



Standardized Approaches: The runtime is programmed to the ClientContext interface, the in-
stances of which contain information regarding the standalone client protocol (such as t3, ejb-client,
wildfly, jboss-remoting, etc.) that is used for communications with the cloud services. The frame-
work can either attain customized implementations of the interface for different client protocols, or
alternatively it can use its default ClientContext for Oracle t3.

7 Proposed Architecture and Implementation
The framework implements code interpreters that infer the semantics of local and remote operations
from annotated code, and transfer the original code correspondingly. Thereafter, the @PT runtime
applies distinct techniques to manage the local and cloud-based operations. This section discusses the
options and the choices made to propose the runtime architecture and mechanisms for achieving the
seamless integration.

7.1 Background and Choices
As discussed in Section 2, the large variety of technologies that are offered by the cloud lead to more
than one approach for achieving a certain functionality.The following sub-sections categorize cloud
technologies, and gives the choices made for the proposed architecture.

7.1.1 Cloud Services

At the highest level, cloud services are typically classified into three categories: Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The proposed
concept here focuses on operation offloading that involves invoking remote services at the programming
level. Therefore, services must be flexibly programmed and their underlying resources must be provided
by the cloud. SaaS does not allow the development and deployment of the services and IaaS is
essentially only providing the hardware the infrastructure.

The Service of Choice PaaS provides the essential resources such as processing and memory
components and the services at this level provide runtimes, also known as platforms required for
deploying, running and managing services developed by PaaS clients [60]. Examples of PaaS are:
IBM Bluemix [30], Oracle Cloud [53], RedHat OpenShift [59], Microsoft Azure [49] and Amazon Web
Services Elastic Beanstalk [5]. Hence, PaaS best fits the needs of the proposed approach. In the
following, we focus on the technologies and services available in PaaS.

7.1.2 Platform Technologies

Platforms are the main features offered by PaaS, and are generally referred to as servers. Platforms
implement standards such as JavaEE specifications that handle the security, scalability and robustness
of network communications, and manage the requests for the deployed services [26]. The main PaaS
vendors implement their own servers based on their metrics and trade-offs [55]. Cloud platforms are
classified in two main categories:

Web Servers Lightweight runtime environments that manage client HTTP requests for web applica-
tions. These mechanisms direct requests to their corresponding web containers (i.e. servlet containers),
where they are processed concurrently. Examples of standard web servers are: ApacheHTTPServer by
Apache [7], and Internet Information Services (IIS) by Microsoft [47]. Moreover, some other frameworks
like ApacheTomcat by Apache [6] and Jetty by Eclipse [20] specifically focus on servlet containers.

Application Servers Enterprise application servers (EAS) extend the functionality of web servers
by supporting both enterprise and web applications. In addition to servlet containers, application
servers also accommodate EJB containers that manage the execution and life cycle of enterprise ser-
vices [26]. They are widely accepted and utilized, especially by JavaEE-based cloud infrastructures.



Examples of well-known application servers are: Oracle WebLogic [51], RedHat Wildfly [59] and IBM
WebSphere [31].

Enterprise Application Frameworks Web servers mainly handle requests through internet browsers,
whereas operation offloading takes place at the programming level. Moreover, the cloud services are
invoked similarly to local methods, and there are no constraints on the types of objects that are sent to
and received from the remote services. The aforementioned specifications fit in the class of enterprise
operations, hence we now consider such frameworks.

Enterprise application frameworks provide components with controlled life cycles, and offer services
to standalone clients. The Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) [55] of JavaEE, Spring [33] and Microsoft com-
ponent services (COM+) [48] are the well-known enterprise application frameworks. Earlier versions
of these frameworks were different in performance, intuitiveness and simplicity; but they have evolved
considerably and demonstrate comparable characteristics [55, 33].

The Framework of Choice Considering that the available technologies are comparable in their
performance and features, deciding on which approach to use is the matter of compatibility and pref-
erence [40, 65]. Among the technologies, EJB 3.0 is a well developed standard, with enhanced support
for concurrency and parallel processing. Moreover, because the standard is part of the JavaEE specifi-
cations, EJB projects are compatible with any JavaEE-based application server [55]. It is noteworthy
that Spring is also an extended EJB container that supports the technology [33]. Therefore, EJB 3.0
is the chosen framework for the proposed architecture.

7.1.3 EJB Technologies

Enterprise JavaBeans is a server-side technology that in combination with EJB containers facilitates
ubiquitous, secure and scalable transactions [55]. There are two types of Enterprise JavaBeans:

Stateless Beans Stateless beans do not hold any persistent state between requests regarding their
clients, and are designed for better performance [55]. On its startup, each EJB container creates pools
of its stateless beans, and randomly assigns instances to the incoming client requests, hence there is
noguarantee that the same bean instance is assigned to a specific client.(Figure 1a) [26].

Stateful Beans Stateful beans preserve the state of a client during the conversations that are per-
formed within a transaction session. EJB containers employ more complex mechanisms for managing
stateful beans, thus they are slower than stateless beans [26].

The Technology of Choice Considering the high performance nature of the framework, stateless
beans are preferred. However, because the beans are deployed and handled on the server side, @PT
runtime offers support for both types. Figure 1 illustrates the life cycles of stateless and stateful beans.

7.2 Runtime Architecture
Summarizing the previous subsection, @PT, as a Java-based framework, proposes deploying stateless
enterprise session beans (EJBs) on JavaEE application servers offered by PaaS. Figure 2 is a simplified
layout of the proposed architecture, for which the components can be specified as follows.

Remote Components The components deployed on the remote cloud instance:

• EAR Enterprise Application aRchive file containing the Jar files for one or more EJB module(s)
and their dependencies (e.g., EJB-Client).

• EJB Jar Module deployed as part of an enterprise application, offering services as session beans.

• Session Beans Components providing customized implementations for the services exposed by
remote interfaces.
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Shared Components The components necessary for the communications between both sides:

• EJB-Client Jar file containing the classes and interfaces used by both the client and the EJBs.

• Remote Interfaces Interfaces exposing public remote services to clients, implemented by session
bean(s).

• Shared Classes Classes that are used by both sides.

Local Components The components utilized by the local system:

• @PT Runtime Runtime that manages local and remote asynchronous executions.

• Abstract Cloud Task Abstract class defining general behaviour of cloud tasks in @PT runtime.

• Cloud Tasks Sub-classes of AbstractCloudTask customizing the behaviour of their parent
class.

• Local Program Application employing @PT for defining local and cloud-based asynchronous
tasks.

7.3 Runtime Technology
The application servers and the deployed EJBs efficiently handle the requests that are received from
clients. Therefore, the proposed runtime technology focuses on efficiently managing cloud-based asyn-
chronous tasks on the local machine, and integrating them with the local processes. This is discussed
in the following.

7.3.1 Task Concepts

The @PT runtime recognizes both local and cloud-based operations as asynchronous tasks, but with
different behaviour. Both concepts extend a base class called TaskInfo, which offers mechanisms for
querying an asynchronous task’s allocated operation, dependencies and exception handlers. Both local
and remote operations inherit the characteristics of their parent, but specify customized approaches for
executing their tasks. Class AbstractCloudTask extends the behaviour of TaskInfo by mechanisms
for acquiring proxy objects of remote services and passing them to its child classes for customized
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invocations depending on their numbers of arguments. Figure 3 is the overall class structure (i.e., UML
diagram) proposed by @PT for managing its different task concepts. After submitting a TaskInfo
object, the @PT runtime returns an instance of TaskID, through which the system can inquire the
termination and the result of a task. Furthermore, instances of TaskIDGroup offer the underlying
mechanisms for collecting and managing TaskID objects in the context of future groups.

7.3.2 Scheduling Tasks

@PT uses separate mechanisms for scheduling local and remote tasks, in order to mitigate the effects
that they can have on each other. Local threads do not need to sustain idle periods for network
communications, or synchronization of remote operations. Instead, once the cloud mode of the runtime
is enabled, it allocates a separate thread for dispatching cloud tasks and handling their results. Figure 4
demonstrates that after the submission of a cloud task to runtime, it is sent to the Cloud Tasks queue.
The cloud thread constantly visits the queue and executes the enqueued operations following a FIFO
policy. The execution of each cloud task is fast, as it only involves invoking a remote service. Due to
the asynchronous execution of EJB services, the control is returned back to the cloud thread quickly.

7.3.3 Definition and Execution of Tasks

Thanks to features such as functional interfaces and lambda expressions, local tasks can be held and
executed as objects [43]. Cloud tasks, however, cannot use these features (Sections 5-5). Instead they
use the provided information to acquire proxies of EJBs, and invoke their services remotely. To facilitate
the programming, the @PT infers the signature of the remote service/method from the annotated
invocation. Listing 6 clarifies the difference between the definition of local and remote asynchronous
tasks at API level versus that in the generated code from annotations. The lambda expression that
defines the local task ((x)->operation(x)) infers the types of the return value and method parameter
automatically. However, the cloud tasks must be directly instantiated and must explicitly declare their
types. Listing 6 demonstrates that unlike local tasks, in the declaration of resultOne_task, the type
of Interface and the actual method for operation are attained via Java reflection, and passed to the
corresponding cloud task object. When the cloud task is executed, it retrieves the remote proxy and
utilizes reflection mechanisms to invoke operation on the proxy object. As demonstrated in Figure 4,
the EJBs on the cloud execute the invoked service asynchronously; therefore the control is quickly
returned to the local system with a Java Future object that represents the outcome of the service.



Listing 6: Difference in Definition and Execution of Tasks Between API and Runtime
1//method defined by Interface
2TYPEONE operation (TYPETWO par);
3

4//code syntax at the API level
5@Future(TaskType=CLOUD, Application="app", Module="module", Bean="Bean",

Interface="Interface")
6TYPEONE resultOne = operation(param);
7@Future
8TYPEONE resultTwo = operation(param);
9

10//code generated from annotations
11CloudTaskOneArg<TYPEONE, TYPETWO> resultOne_task = new CloudTaskOneArg<TYPEONE,

TYPETWO>(Interface.class, Interface.class.getMethod("operation", TYPETWO), "app",
"module", "Bean", "Interface");

12TaskID<TYPEONE> resultOne_id = resultOne_task.start(param);
13

14LocalTaskOneArg<TYPEONE, TYPETWO> resultTwo_task = ParaTask.asTask((x) -> operation(x));
15TaskID<TYPEONE> resultTwo_id = resultTwo_task.start(param);

7.3.4 Termination of Tasks

In local asynchronous tasks, the control returns to a TaskID when its operation is finished. Subse-
quently, the TaskID retrieves the result of its execution, sets its own termination flag and notifies the
tasks that depend on it. In a cloud task however, the TaskID and its corresponding service reside
on two separate systems. Hence the control does not return to the TaskID after its service is done.
Rather, the local system checks the status of a remote executions via its corresponding Future object.
As illustrated by Figure 4, the cloud thread stores each Future object with its corresponding TaskID
in a map data structure (Pending Cloud Tasks). Whenever there are no tasks to dispatch in the
Cloud Task queue, the cloud thread inquires the status of every pending task. If a Future object
indicates that its execution is terminated, the cloud thread retrieves the result of the Future object
and assigns it to the corresponding TaskID, then sets the termination flag of that TaskID.

7.3.5 Retrieving the Results of Operations

The @PT runtime synchronizes its asynchronous tasks through their TaskID objects, so that the same
mechanism applies to both local and cloud tasks. In local tasks, the result of a task can be immediately
returned after its termination. This process is however different for cloud-based operations, as discussed
in Section 5. The result of a cloud task is retrieved by invoking get on its corresponding Future object.
However, this invocation does not block and immediately returns to the caller; rather the underlying
RMI mechanisms store the data in the memory that is allocated to the result [51]. Therefore, the result
of a cloud-based operation may not be immediately available after its termination. On the other hand,
the cloud thread does not wait until the result of a cloud task is available on local memory before it
sets its termination flag, because this can impose unnecessary delays on other tasks, and cause ripple
effects throughout the dependents. Instead, each TaskID employs mechanisms to ensure that its result
is available in the local memory before returning it to an inquirer. Apart from relieving the cloud
thread from wait periods, this approach promotes an efficient object-oriented design, as a task may
have its value in local memory by the time that it is inquired.

7.3.6 Managing Dependencies

Similar to synchronization of tasks, the runtime extends its dependency management policies to both
local and remote asynchronous tasks by performing them through TaskID objects. Every TaskID holds
a list of other tasks that depend on its termination. As demonstrated in Figure 4, each TaskID informs
all of its dependents once its termination flag is set. Subsequently, a waiting task submits itself back
to the runtime when all the tasks it depended on are terminated.



Listing 7: Data Chaining in Local Asynchronous Tasks
1// code syntax at the API level
2int param;
3@Future
4TYPEONE taskOne = operationOne(param); // dependee
5@Future
6TYPETWO taskTwo = operationTwo(taskOne); // dependent
7

8// code generated from annotations
9int param;

10LocalTaskOneArg<TYPEONE, Integer> taskOne_task = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF,
(x)->operationOne(x));

11TaskID<TYPEONE> taskOne_ID = taskOne_task.start(param);
12LocalTaskOneArg<TYPETWO, TaskID<TYPEONE>> taskTwo_task = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF,

(y)->operationTwo(y.getResult()));
13ParaTask.registerDependency(taskTwo_task, taskOne_ID);
14TaskID<TYPETWO> taskTwo_ID = taskTwo_task.start(taskOne_ID);

Listing 8: Chaining Data in Cloud Asynchronous Tasks
1// code syntax at the API level
2int param;
3@Future
4TYPEONE taskOne = operationOne(param); // dependee
5@Future(TaskType=CLOUD, Application="app", Module="module", Bean="Bean",

Interface="Interface")
6TYPETWO taskTwo = operationTwo(taskOne); // dependent
7

8// code generated from annotations
9int param;

10LocalTaskOneArg<TYPEONE, Integer> taskOne_task = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF,
(x)->operationOne(x));

11TaskID<TYPEONE> taskOne_ID = taskOne_task.start(param);
12CloudTaskOneArg<TYPETWO, TaskID<TYPEONE>> taskTwo_task = new CloudTaskOneArg<TYPETWO,

TaskID<TYPEONE>>(Interface.class, Interface.class.getMethod("operationTwo", TYPEONE),
"app", "module", "Bean", "Interface");

13ParaTask.registerDependency(taskTwo_task, taskOne_ID);
14TaskID<TYPETWO> taskTwo_ID = taskTwo_task.start(taskOne_ID);

7.3.7 Data Chaining Among Asynchronous Tasks

Inline with automatic inference of dependency among data-chaining tasks, @PT defers retrieving
the output of a dependee to when it is terminated. In Listing 7, the dependence of taskTwo on
taskOne is automatically inferred. Therefore, in the processed version of the code, the runtime de-
fines retrieving the value of taskOne as part of the operation that is executed by taskTwo, i.e., y ->
operationTwo(y.getResult()). This approach cannot be applied to cloud tasks, as their operations
are defined by EJBs. In cloud tasks instead, retrieving the value of a dependee is performed by a
cloud TaskID itself, before it invokes the remote service. For example in Listing 8, taskTwo_task
saves taskOne_ID as a dependee, and retrieves the result of taskOne_ID to send as an argument to its
remote service (i.e., operationTwo).

7.3.8 Handling Exceptions

@PT handles exceptions asynchronously, in which each asynchronous task handles its encountered
exceptions individually. The handling mechanisms are implemented by TaskID instances, therefore
the behaviour extends to both local and cloud tasks. Exceptions specified by a native try/catch
block are registered with individual asynchronous tasks, and the necessary modifications are done to



the try/catch block [44]. Listing 9 is generated from partial code sections of Listing 4, in which the
specified handler for Exception is registered with largeFile_task and str2_task separately.

Listing 9: Asynchronous Exception Handling in Runtime
1String searchTask(File file) throws FileNotFound { ... }
2

3void main (String[] args){
4ParaTask.enableCloud("127.0.0.1", "7001");
5 try{
6 LocalTaskOneArg<File, String> largeFile_task = ParaTask.asTask(IO,

(x)->loadLargeFile(x));
7 ParaTask.registerAsyncCatch(largeFile_task, Exception.class, (e)->{print("Exception");});
8 TaskID<File> largeFile_ID = largeFile_task.start(args[0]);
9 CloudTaskOneArg<String, TaskID<File>> str2_task = new CloudTaskOneArg<String,

TaskID<File>>(Interface.class, Interface.class.getMethod("searchTask", File), "app",
"module", "Bean", "Interface");

10 ParaTask.registerAsyncCatch(str2_task, Exception.class, (e)->{print("Exception");});
11 ParaTask.registerDependency(str2_task, largeFile_ID);
12 TaskID<String> str2_ID = str2_task.start(largeFile_ID);
13 }catch(Exception e){ print("Exception"); }
14}

The mechanisms for catching exceptions are different between local and remote tasks though. During
the execution of a local asynchronous task, encountered exceptions are caught and recorded by the
corresponding TaskID objects. In cloud asynchronous tasks however, exceptions cannot be caught
by the local system, rather they are enclosed with the corresponding Future objects. Subsequently,
a Future object throws an instance of RuntimeException when its get method is invoked by the
cloud thread. The cloud thread catches the exception and records it in the corresponding TaskID
object. On its termination, each TaskID object checks for its encountered exceptions, and handles
them accordingly.

8 Evaluation
This section studies the extent to which the proposed technique facilitates achieving the potential
benefits of computation offloading to the cloud. For this purpose, it evaluates the @PT implementation
of the concept in the following aspects:

• Performance - The extent to which the proposed technology can enhance the performance of
local systems in terms of execution time and energy consumption.

• Programmability - The extent to which the annotation-based environment of @PT facilitates
the integration of local and remote operations in a unified structure.

Deliberately, the evaluation focuses on the performance of the local system, hence the execution time
as perceived locally as well as the local energy consumption. The objective of cloud-offloading is
to optimize these performance metrics for the local (often mobile) system. There is no deliberate
attempt in this approach to minimize the remote/total energy consumption or the total processing
efficiency. Hence our focus on the local metrics in the evaluation. The study inspects data-intensive and
computationally-intensive application domains that potentially benefit from computation offloading.
Areas such as discovering energy resources, monitoring terrain changes [25] and studying astronomical
objects [14] are common cases that incorporate mechanisms for processing time-series images2 to detect
objects and study their behaviour over periods of time [38]. In these domains, the density and intensity
of operations are high, so that dividing workload among several computational platforms is inevitable
for performance gains. Therefore, offloading computations to heterogeneous environments has been
thoroughly researched, e.g. research by Clark et al. [13], Bakshi [9], Bourouis et al. [10]. On the

2Time-series images are sequentially taken from a specific subject over a period of time, with defined time intervals.
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other hand, recent advancements in cloud technologies have created the potential that these systems
can offer through their cheap, scalable and high-performance heterogeneous environments for these
domains. However, the time and energy required for transmitting data over the network have led to
arguments about the sizes and types of operations that can benefit from offloading to the cloud [37].
By considering that discussion and in line with this study, the following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis Given that computation offloading to the cloud is beneficial to the local system only for
specific sizes of data and computation, the proposed mechanism is advantageous when asynchronous
tasks significantly outnumber the available processing resources of the local system. In addition, the
data being processed must be small enough, such that the time required for its processing dominates
the time required for its transmission.

This hypothesis is tested through the characteristics of three simulated scenarios of astronomical image
processing. In radio-astronomy, each image takes some time to prepare based on the data received
from simulation software and remote sensors (e.g., optic, sonar, laser, etc.) [13]. Then, a set of filters
are applied to each image before it is ready for further analysis [14]. Following the same principle, the
benchmarks simulate the following phases:

• Preparation - During the preparation phase, an image is split into sub-images, each of which
requires some time for being converted into an object of type Image. This type contains additional
information for data serialization and filtering.

• Filtering - At this stage, image-processing filters, namely gray-scaling and morphological ero-
sion, are applied to the prepared sub-images.

Figure 5 illustrates the stages involved in the simulations. The studies observe system performance
(i.e., execution time and local energy consumption) of the local device when all tasks are performed
locally, with respect to when workload is partially offloaded to the cloud. The following are the
proposed scenarios:

• First Scenario - Different sizes of data, with low workload intensities.

• Second Scenario - Task-intensive domains with regular workload.

• Third Scenario - Task-intensive domains with irregular workload.

The following sub-sections elaborate the performance and programmability evaluations.

8.1 Performance
8.1.1 Evaluation Setup

Two systems are utilized: a local desktop and a remote cloud instance. The local desktop is a Quad-
Core Intel i7-7700 CPU at 3.60 GHz, with hyper-threading, 16 GB of RAM and running 64-bit Windows
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Table 1: Characteristics of the Fiber Network

Image Name Dimensions (pixels×pixels) Size

Image1 2560× 1440 714 KB
Image2 4328× 2248 3.12 MB
Image3 8184× 3976 10.7 MB
Image4 6704× 3144 6.94 MB
Image5 11000× 5216 18.9 MB
Image6 9728× 4560 14.5 MB

(a) Images Processed for the First Scenario

Image Name Dimensions (pixels×pixels) Size

Image3 3448× 2228 2.25 MB
Image5 5936× 3456 6.63 MB
Image1 3728× 2744 3.62 MB
Image6 9728× 4560 14.5 MB
Image2 2476× 1916 1.05 MB
Image4 8328× 5616 9.15 MB

(b) Images Processed for the Third Scenario (in order)

Table 2: Images of Scenarios

10 . The cloud instance is an Oracle cluster with eight Oracle CPUs (OCPUs). Each OCPU is an Intel
Xeon (X7), with hyper-threading, and mounts a virtual machine server. It has 60GB of RAM and
runs a WebLogic 12c application server as its platform [53]. The cloud servers’ location is Frankfurt,
Germany, and the local desktop is in Auckland, New Zealand. The network communications through
the university fiber network have performance characteristics as listed in Table 1. In the experiments
we measure the runtime and power consumption of the local system, for which we useda TP-Link
HS110 WiFi smart plug.
Moreover, experiments were done in two modes: local and remote. In both modes, the preparation
phase is necessarily performed by the local system, whereas the filtering is done locally in the former,
but performed by cloud services in the latter mode. Parallel processing techniques are employed to
speed up the operations. To this effect, images are split into n sub-images (1 ≤ n ≤ 16). Experiments
were repeated with different numbers of sub-images to avoid biased results that may be affected by
the divisibility and granularity of workload. Moreover, in order to avoid unfair JVM optimization
effects, each benchmark ran with a separate JVM startup, and processed with only one number value
for sub-images. The following sections discuss the scenarios in detail.

8.1.2 First ScenarioAs the first scenario focuses on data sizes, it processes images with
various dimensions, listed in Table 2a. The scenario minimizes the effects of
accumulative workload by processing only one image in each benchmark run (il-
lustrated in Figure 6). Here, an image is split into n sub-images (1 ≤ n ≤ 16)
that are prepared asynchronously. Each sub-image triggers its corresponding fil-
tering task when it is prepared. Note that the remote mode of this scenario also
verifies the framework’s dependency handling mechanisms between local and re-
mote operations. Runs were performed with four and eight threads to observe
behaviour when only the physical cores are used, with respect to when virtual
(hyper-threaded) resources are allocated as well.

Figure 7 shows the results for four threads only, as the results for eight threads are very similar. We
see anadvantage for local operations, especially for larger data sizes. The difference between the local
and remote runtimes are more significant for images 3, 5 and 6, especially when they are broken into
less than eight sub-images. The performance of the remote mode becomes closer to the local version
when the data is small, e.g., images 1, 2 and 4. The results suggestthat with one-off operations, even
though the remote mode occasionally outperforms the local mode for smaller data sizes, the advantage
is not significant. The same trends can be observed in the energy consumption of the local device,
where computation offloading does not offer a remarkable advantage.
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Figure 6: Image Processing Procedure in the First Scenario for n Sub-Images

8.1.3 Second ScenarioThe second scenario focuses on intensive workloads. It simulates
a pipeline for processing time-series images, and operates on a regular workload
of 32 identical images (2560× 1440 pixels, 714 KB). Here, the pipeline mechanism
leads to the accumulative increment of tasks on the the local system. As presented
in Figure 8, the main thread starts n asynchronous tasks (1 ≤ n ≤ 16) for preparing
an image, and blocks until those preparation tasks are synchronized (i.e., the full
image is prepared). Then, it submits n other tasks for filtering the prepared
image, and immediately starts the preparation phase of the next image. In this
process, asynchronous tasks are constantly submitted to the same task pool in the
local mode, whereas the filtering tasks are offloaded to the cloud in the remote
mode. The benchmarks were repeated for various sizes of the local thread pool
(i.e., from one thread to eight threads), in order to study the approaches under
different resource-allocation circumstances.

Figures 9 and 10 show the results for this scenario. In contrast to the first scenario, both execution
time and energy consumption measurements improved with computation offloading. Advantages for
computation offloading are evident in the cases of stringent resource allocation (i.e., smaller thread
pools), especially for larger data sizes (i.e., smaller numbers of sub-images). In the local mode, the
trends see fluctuations for less than eight sub-images, whereas the remote mode present a reasonably
consistent behaviour regardless of the sizes of data and thread pool.



(a) Overall execution times - Local Mode (b) Overall execution times - Remote Mode

(c) Energy Consumption - Local Mode (d) Energy Consumption - Remote Mode

ImageOne-Local ImageOne-Remote ImageTwo-Local ImageTwo-Remote

ImageThree-Local ImageThree-Remote ImageFour-Local ImageFour-Remote

ImageFive-Local ImageFive-Remote ImageSix-Local ImageSix-Remote

Figure 7: Results of the First Scenario
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Figure 8: Image Processing Pipeline in the Second and Third Scenarios for n sub-images

(a) Overall Runtimes - Local Mode (b) Overall Runtimes - Remote Mode

OneThread-Local OneThread-Remote TwoThreads-Local TwoThreads-Remote

ThreeThreads-Local ThreeThreads-Remote FourThreads-Local FourThreads-Remote

FiveThreads-Local FiveThreads-Remote SixThreads-Local SixThreads-Remote

SevenThreads-Local SevenThreads-Remote EightThreads-Local EightThreads-Remote

Figure 9: Runtimes of the Second Scenario



(a) Energy Consumption - Local Mode (b) Energy Consumption - Remote Mode
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Figure 10: Energy Consumption of the Second Scenario

8.1.4 Third ScenarioThis third scenario is like the second, with a non-uniform distribu-
tion of workload, using six relatively large images, in a randomly generated order
that was used for all experiments. Table 2b lists the details of these images in the
same order that they were processed.

Figure 11 suggests that even with large data sizes, local systems benefit from computation offloading
when tasks are constantly spawned. Here, the local system performs slightly better when the local
thread pool is large and the number of sub-images is small. Otherwise, the remote mode offers more
advantage regardless of the size of data, especially for small thread pools (i.e., 1-3 threads). Following
the trends of the runtimes, energy consumption is overall better in the remote mode, especially for
larger numbers of sub-images where data transmission takes shorter time.

8.1.5 Discussion

The observations from Section 8.1.2-8.1.4 suggest that the proposed concept is most beneficial when
the local system deals with continuous supply of tasks (e.g., recursive or pipeline algorithms). In these
applications, the local system benefits from the additional processing resources of the cloud. Smaller
data sizes further enhance benefits of the cloud, as their transmission time is short. On the other
side, tasks are performed faster by the local system when they are accumulated slowly, and when the
data being processed is considerably large. That is, the local system is capable of allocating enough
processing resources for efficient task performance in cases such as the first scenario that operations
are defined only once. Here, computation offloading sustains larger penalties considering that the time
required for transmitting tasks over the network is longer than their average waiting periods in the
local task pool. Importantly, the size of data becomes less important when the local system spawns
asynchronous tasks frequently. For example, even though the third scenario involves processing large
images, it still benefits from computation offloading in a similar trend to the second scenario. In
addition to benefiting from the processing capabilities of the cloud, the proposed concept also eases
the intensity of work on the local resources, hence it speeds up the progress of the local operations as
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Figure 11: Results of the Third Scenario



well. Figure 12 presents the time required for preparing each image in the local and remote modes of
the second and third scenarios. For simplicity, the graphs only compare the trends for the smallest and
largest numbers of sub-images (i.e., one and 16) with the smallest and biggest thread pools (i.e., one
and eight threads). Here, the preparation times of images see remarkable increase in the local mode,
when resources are scarce. These leaps denote the extent to which the contention among asynchronous
tasks in the local task pool challenge the processing power of the local system.
Furthermore, the preparation times in the remote modes (Figures 12b and 12d) signify the relief of
pressure on the local processors, as the preparation times of images become similar for different resource
allocation approaches. Consequently, computation offloading leads to a consistent performance, i.e.,
runtime and power consumption, on the local system for different resource allocation and workload
distribution approaches. As a general observation, power consumption constantly remains around a
certain threshold that depends on the number of allocated threads throughout the local mode of an
experiment. However, in the remote mode, power consumption remains close to that of the local
mode while images are locally prepared, then it considerably declines while the local machine waits
for the results. Power consumption then shortly increases when the results are being collected by the
underlying RMI mechanisms. Such behaviour leads to lower energy consumption on the local systems
when computation offloading is employed. In conclusion, the observations discussed above comply with
the suggested hypothesis, thus indicate that the proposed technology facilitates achieving the benefits
of computation offloading in local systems.

8.2 Programmability
8.2.1 Evaluation Setup

Properties such as understandability, modifiability and maintainability of a program are the defining
factors of its quality. Higher qualities and standards in software designs reduce the cost of development
and the possibility of errors [42]. This evaluation part inspects the proposed programming framework
in terms of metrics that can affect software quality. For example, factors such as excessive lines of code,
class fields and coupling increase complexity and dependence among code sections, thus complicate the
modifiability of a program. Similarly, higher numbers of branching in the control flow (e.g., if/else and
switch statements) increase the cyclomatic complexity, and consequently hinder code maintenance. In
addition, factors such as local variables, method declarations/invocations increase the semantic com-
plexity and code churn [46]. Considering the above, the evaluation measures the lines of code, the class
couplings, method declarations and invocations, class fields and decision statements in the implemen-
tations of the benchmark applications with and without the proposed technology (i.e., implementation
in @PT vs. ExecutorService). Considering that all three scenarios have similar implementations, this
section only studies the implementation of the second and third scenarios. The outcome is an esti-
mation of the effort that is required with and without the proposed programming environment for
seamless integration of local and remote operations. Listing 10 presents a simplified implementation
of class Engine in @PT. This class is the main component that performs the preparation and filtering
operations.

Approach Classes
Code
Lines

Methods Invocations Fields Decision
Statements

Linked
Libraries

With @PT 5 193 7 25 9 3 2
Without
@PT

10 628 33 63 34 24 1

Table 3: Code Complexity of the Implementation Approaches - Note that columns three and onward
do not consider the files and classes that are identically used in both implementations



(a) Second Scenario - Local Mode (b) Second Scenario - Remote Mode

(c) Third Scenario - Local Mode (d) Third Scenario - Remote Mode

OneThread-1SubImage-Local OneThread-16SubImages-Local EightThreads-1SubImage-Local EightThread-16SubImages-Local

OneThread-1SubImage-Remote OneThread-16SubImages-Remote EightThreads-1SubImage-Remote EightThread-16SubImages-Remote

Figure 12: Trends in the Preparation Times of Images in the Second and Third Scenarios



Listing 10: Simple Implentation of Class Engine in @PT
1 public class Engine{
2 String[5] imageNames;
3 int numOfSubImages;
4 @Future
5 Image[] futureImages;
6 @InitParaTask()
7 @EnableCloud(RemoteIP="127.0.0.1", RemotePort="7001", Application="EAR", Module="EJB",

Bean="Bean", Interface="GrayScaler")
8 public static void main(String[] args){
9 run();

10 }
11 void joinSubImages(){
12 //join sub-images
13 }
14 void run(){
15 ImageSplitter splitter = new ImageSplitter(numOfSubImages);
16 for(int index = 0; index < numOfImages; index++){
17 @Future
18 Image[] subImages = new Image[numOfSubImages];
19 for(int subImgIndex = 0; subImgIndex < numOfSubImages; subImgIndex ++){
20 //The following invocation is automatically inferred as an asynchronous task.
21 subImages[subImgIndex] = splitter.prepare(imageNames[index], subImgIndex);
22 }
23 //synchronization barrier is automatically applied here
24 filter(subImages);
25 }
26 joinSubImages();
27 }
28 void filter(Image[] subImages, int imageNo){
29 for(int index = 0; index < subImages.length; index++){
30 if(mode == "Local"){
31 @Future
32 Image task = filter(subImages[index]);
33 futureImages[(imageNo * numOfSubImages) + index] = task;
34 } else if (mode == "Remote"){
35 @Future(TaskType=CLOUD)
36 Image task = filter(subImage[index]);
37 futureImages[(imageNo * numOfSubImages) + index] = task;
38 }
39 }
40 }
41 }

8.2.2 Results and Discussion

Table 3 compares the complexity factors of the implementation approaches, and does not consider the
components that are identically used in both. In this table, the additional library that has been linked
for the first approach is @PT, without which the parallelization mechanisms must be implemented
manually. The difference between the number of classes defined by the approaches confirms this
argument. That is, implementing concepts such as cloud tasks, the cloud task pool, the cloud thread,
the standalone application client, future groups, etc. leads to additional complexity factors presented in
Table 3. In addition to cloud computing components, implementing the local parallelism mechanisms
also imposes additional complexities. For example, built-in Java features such as ExecutorService do
not offer mechanisms for managing dependencies, future groups, asynchronous exception handling, etc.
The complexity of individual implementations increases when it comes to handling remote operations,
considering the technical difficulties in inquiring and retrieving the values of remote futures. @PT



conceals the complexities thereof at a lower-level runtime; therefore it presents the concept simpler
and more understandable at its programming level. This enables the programming environment to
present, manage and integrate remote executions within the simplified structure of local programs.

9 Related Work
This section discusses some of the recent related work in the following categories.

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) A considerable portion of the cloud-related research today
addresses the offloading of computations, especially in portable devices. In this area, Kumar and
Lu develop a mathematical model to study the effects of mobile cloud computing (MCC) on power
consumption, and suggest that the paradigm benefits both computational and energy resources of
portable devices [37]. Similarly, DeMaio and Brandic investigate a mathematical model for offloading
engines that decide when to offload operations of an application to the cloud. The work evaluates
its proposed model by offloading directed acyclic graph (DAG) operations that perform MonteCarlo
simulations [18]. These models define computational offloading as relations between characteristics
such as size of computation, network features, processing power, etc., and normally consider data as an
element that is loaded and stored on the cloud [37]. Similarly, research studies by Yang et al. [69], Zhu et
al. [70] and Hong et al. [29] investigate efficient content-based image retrieval mechanisms on data that
is stored on the cloud. Furthermore, Cuervo et al. study the effect of MCC on resource consumption,
with a special focus on game applications, and suggest that in this specific case, computation offloading
can save up to 45% of the battery life [15]. Importantly, the concept proposed in this study emphasises
on fine-grained offloading of individual operations at the programming level, as opposed to sending
entire applications via third-party frameworks that in MCC.

Moreover, same as other areas in cloud computing, the variety of technologies that are available
for MCC encourages studies such as Ahmed et al. to present detailed classifications on cloud-based
mobile application execution frameworks (CMAEFs) that seamlessly offload intensive computations to
the cloud [1]. In this category, technologies such as ThinkAir by Kosta et al. [36] and CloneCloud by
Chun et al. [12] are third-party frameworks that run in their specific virtual machines, in order to have
intermittent access to the processes of active applications, analyze their performances and offload their
intensive operations [2].

Big-Data Processing Big-data processing is another current area that is closely focused on cloud
computing approaches. The fast growth in the size of data that current machines are capable of
collecting, has motivated big-data processing applications to move towards cheaper, ubiquitous and
elastic cloud infrastructures [22]. In this area, Hadoop distributed file systems (HDFS) [61] and
MapReduce [16] have been two of the pioneering technologies. However, these approaches encounter
difficulties for processing data in which adjacent blocks depend on each other [62]. In this regard,
Kune et al. propose XHAMI as a cloud-based two-phase image processing technique for addressing
the limitations of the aforementioned technologies [38]. Moreover, Wang et al. study pipsCloud as a
cloud-based environment that utilizes mechanisms for combining virtual machines and other bare-metal
infrastructures to incorporate the latest cloud-computing technologies with cluster HPC approaches.
This work especially emphasizes on efficient processing of remote sensing (RS) applications, where
large amount of sensory data is analysed for domains such as regional and global monitoring (e.g.,
forest fire detection, etc.) [66].

Heterogeneous computing The importance of heterogeneous environments in big-data process-
ing has also led to the development of frameworks that facilitate combining the high performance
approaches of shared-memory multiprocessors with clusters of computers, FPGAs and GPUs [58]. Ex-
amples are: Intel Cluster OpenMP by Terboven et al. [63], HabaneroJava by Cavé et al. [11] and JCuda
by Yan et al. [68]. Rabenseifner et al. present an in-depth study on the existing mechanisms that
support programming in hybrid and heterogeneous environments. The work classifies approaches with
different combinations of OpenMP and MPI, and discusses their advantages and disadvantages [58].



Systematic Reviews Capacities for studying programming environments that facilitate cloud-based
computations are evident in this area. Despite the popularity that the cloud is gaining in computation-
offloading domains, approaches that combine shared-memory parallel computing with cloud computing
do not see as much focus as frameworks that support other heterogeneous environments. That is, at
the stage of this study, there is no information about such supportive environments other than the
one proposed by this research. The challenges that exist in cloud application development further
complicate such investigations. Studies such as Allam et al. [4] and Pramod et al. [57] discuss the
challenges that exist in developing cloud-related applications, and recommend solutions accordingly.
Patidar et al. also investigate the challenges in developing enterprise applications that are caused by
communication difficulties between development teams and their cloud administrators. As the result,
the study inspects a development life cycle that involves cloud vendors for enhanced coordination
throughout the process [56]. The discussions on challenges and solutions in cloud-computing techniques
are mainly available in the form of online enterprise development portals, such as the discussions
presented by McKenzie [41], Destraza [19] and Kaushal [35]. Studies in this category present overall
perspectives on the existing difficulties in different aspects, including data security, cyber attacks,
resource allocation principles, etc.

10 Conclusion
This work proposes a concept and framework for the unobtrusive integration of cloud-based and local
asynchronous computing The technology facilitates optimizing performance in local devices, depending
on the sizes of their computation and data. The proposed concept specifically focuses on cloud in-
frastructures as prevailing cost-effective, ubiquitous and scalable platforms that already accommodate
techniques for efficient management of task scheduling, security handling and the life-cycles of remote
services. The study proposes an API support for the concept via the annotation-based programming
environment of @PT, through which remote and local operations are seamlessly defined and integrated.
Furthermore, the study discusses the runtime technologies of @PT that are employed to conceal the
complexities of the proposed concept at the programming level. The research evaluates the effects of
the suggested concept on the performance and energy consumption of local systems through different
application scenarios. The observations suggest that the technology benefits the local system when
asynchronous tasks extensively outnumber the processing resources of a local device. In other words,
uninterrupted creation of tasks is a more important factor in the effectiveness of this concept than
the size of data. Overall, the studies suggest that there are remarkable potentials for local devices to
benefit from lower energy consumption and shorter execution times when their operations are offloaded
to the cloud. Especially, reduction in power consumption can be a substantial advantage in portable
devices for which battery life is a critical factor. Furthermore, the programmability of the proposed
environment is examined through code metrics, and the comparisons give evidence of the simplicity
that is added by the annotation-based programming interface.

Finally, some of the challenges reviewed in this study reveal capacities for future enhancements
and investigations. For example, the explicit definition of cloud-based and local asynchronous tasks
still imposes some level of distinction between the concepts. The distinction can be minimized by
a more unobtrusive approach such as smart tasks. Smart tasks can dynamically decide whether to
execute an operation locally or offload it to the cloud, based on the size of the computation and data
at runtime. Of course such enhancements require detailed static and dynamic performance profiling
mechanisms to be accommodated by the corresponding programming environment. In this context,
it is also important to consider how communication can be facilitated better between offloaded tasks.
Furthermore, the current limitations in data-serialization and code downloading restrict the flexibility
in the definition of cloud-based operations. That is, the functionality must be provided as a service
on the cloud, and the data types must guarantee serializeability. Enhancements in this area require
investigations in the fundamental features of programming languages, but can lead to a remarkable
flexibility in the operations that can be offloaded to the cloud. For example, a more enhanced code
downloading mechanism enables one to deploy an EJB component that executes a general task concept,
while the customized tasks are defined by local clients at runtime.
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